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"The volume brings together an eclectic roster of philosophizing storytellers who have won multiple Hugo and Nebula awards (Ken Liu, Aliette de Bodard, Ted Chiang) and storytelling philosophers, including the winner of the American Philosophical Association's 'Philosophy Through Fiction' competition. Each short story is followed by an expository 'story note,' in which the author expands on the underlying philosophical concepts." The New Republic

"At their best, [these stories] revivify well-worn philosophical problems and graphically pose new ones." The Telegraph

35% off with this flyer!
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Bringing together short stories by award-winning contemporary science fiction authors and philosophers, this book covers a wide range of philosophical ideas from ethics, philosophy of religion, political philosophy, and metaphysics.

Alongside the introductory pieces by the editors that help readers to understand how philosophy can be done through science fiction, you will find end-of-story notes written by the authors that contextualize their stories within broader philosophical themes. Organised thematically, these stories address fundamental philosophical questions such as:

*What does it mean to be human?*
*Is neural enhancement a good thing?*
*What makes a life worthwhile?*
*What political systems are best?*

By making complex ideas easily accessible, this unique book allows you to engage with philosophical ideas in entertaining new ways, and is an ideal entry point for anyone interested in using fiction to better understand philosophy.

Helen De Cruz is Danforth Chair in the Humanities at Saint Louis University, USA.

Johan De Smedt is Postdoctoral Fellow at Saint Louis University, USA.

Eric Schwitzgebel is Professor of Philosophy at University of California, Riverside, USA.
Order online at www.bloomsbury.com by entering the discount code GLR TW7US on the first page at checkout
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